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Cowboy Action Pistol Shooting Jul 10 2021 The fast-growing sport of cowboy action shooting
is enjoyed in hundreds of clubs across America and around the world. These Old West
aficionados - members of organizations such as the Single Action Shooting Society - compete
with replicas of the single-action revolvers used by the men who tamed the American frontier.
This book will not only prepare the novice interested in taking up this sport, but provide valuable
insight and expert advice to the intermediate and advanced shooter. Author Charles Stephens
(How to Become a Master Handgunner), himself the descendant of Old West gunfighter Wood
Hite, shares wisdom gleaned from 40 years of competitive pistol shooting to give cowboy action
shooters the winning edge - from selecting the right pistols and gear to mastering the singleaction revolver. You'll also hear true stories of the Old West, from why Jesse James was really
murdered to the story behind one of the deadliest gunfights of the American West - the Tuttle
dance hall massacre in Newton, Kansas. If you've ever longed to step back in time and relive the
excitement of our Western heritage, this is the perfect guidebook.
Real World Digital Video Dec 15 2021 Now, virtually anyone with a vision can also have a
voice. The formerly formidable barriers to producing highly professional video projects are
crumbling as high-quality camcorders and nonlinear editing software become increasingly
affordable. And this powerful creative medium is finding its way into the hands of all kinds of
people - company training directors, aspiring moviemakers, independent news hawks, product
promotion specialists, documentarians, even home-movie Andy Warhols.
Make your own music videos with Adobe Premiere Mar 26 2020 Music videos are a necessity if
you want to take your musical career to the next level. But how do you create one without
breaking the bank? This book delivers the answers. Written by two acclaimed recording artists
who've been producing their own award-winning music videos for several years, it shows you
step-by-step how to get from an idea to an MTV-worthy result on a shoestring budget -- even if
you've never worked with video before. Packed with easy-to-understand instructions, hands-on
exercises and fascinating road diaries that illuminate the inspiration behind video concepts and

special effects, it's all you need to become a music video star If you are a music lover and have
always thought that you could make a music video if only you had the right tools, this book is for
you. If you or someone you know is in a band, and you want to make a video for your website, a
cable TV channel, or as a promotional tool, this book is all you need. If you have great stacks of
pre-video vinyl, and you always wanted to make your own video for your favorite song, youve
come to the right place. If you saw a video on TV and said, "I could make a much better video
than that," heres your chance. If you want to become a professional music videographer, this
book is a great place to start.
Talk like TED Dec 03 2020 Präsentationen haben durch den Aufschwung der TED-Talks eine
völlig neue Definition erfahren – die Online-Vorträge sind inzwischen zur Königsdisziplin des
Vortrags und zum Vorbild für Redner auf der ganzen Welt geworden. Die immer beliebteren
TED-Talks revolutionierten die Welt der Vorträge. Der Kommunikationsexperte Carmine Gallo
analysierte Hunderte der besten TED-Talks und interviewte die bekanntesten und beliebtesten
Redner wie Steve Jobs, Bill Gates und Bono, um die grundlegenden Regeln und Geheimnisse
eines erfolgreichen TED-Vortrags herauszufinden. Gallo enthüllt in seinem Buch die Regeln, mit
denen nicht nur TED-Talks garantiert zu einem vollen Erfolg werden!
Martial Arts Teaching Tales of Power and Paradox Jan 24 2020 A collection of parables and
teaching stories from the martial arts traditions of Japan and China that emphasizes their spiritual
foundation. • The teaching stories in this book are based on the lives of martial arts masters and
are meant to inspire questions and insights for the student. • Written for martial artists and
anyone interested in Eastern religions such as Buddhism, Zen, and Taoism. True martial arts
should never be confused with simple combat techniques. Rather, martial arts are a way that an
individual, after a long and difficult apprenticeship, can gain a profound understanding of the
true nature of reality and one's place in it. Over time the apprentice discovers the laws governing
the subtle forces of life and realizes that their mastery is only possible after one has mastered
oneself. "He who has mastered the Art doesn't use his sword: he compels his adversary to kill
himself." This quote from renowned sword master Tajima no Kami perfectly expresses the
paradoxical nature of martial arts teachings in China and Japan. These teaching stories are not
moral fables; in fact they have nothing to prove. Their purpose is actually to inspire questions
and insights that will aid the student to achieve self-realization. Most of the stories in this book
are based on actual events in the lives of martial arts teachers who have achieved legendary
status. The almost superhuman abilities of some of the masters described here are evidence of the
secret powers that can be wielded by those whose martial arts training is not simply the learning
of physical techniques but involves the mastering of the subtle energies of the mind and body.
Master of the Art of Archery Kenzo Awa could hit the center of a target even when shooting in
total darkness. Assailants of Tai Chi master Yang Lu Chan found their blows did more damage
to themselves than to their would-be victim. By reading--and comprehending--the tales in this
book, we can acquire the same essential knowledge that these masters had--that extraordinary
forces are within the grasp of those who have achieved inner peace and self-mastery.
Voice & Vision Aug 31 2020 Ch. 1. From idea to cinematic stories -- Ch. 2. The screenplay -Ch. 3. The visual language and aesthetics of cinema -- Ch. 4. Organizing cinematic time and
space -- Ch. 5. From screenplay to visual plan -- Ch. 6. Preparing for production -- Ch. 7. The
cast and crew -- Ch. 8. The film system -- Ch. 9. The digital video system -- Ch. 10. The lens -Ch. 11. Camera support -- Ch. 12. Basics of exposure -- Ch. 13. Basic lighting for film and DV -Ch. 14. Lighting and exposure : beyond the basics -- Ch. 15. Sound for production -- Ch. 16.
Production sound tools -- Ch. 17. Sound recording technique -- Ch. 18. On set! -- Ch. 19.
Postproduction overview and workflow -- Ch. 20. Principles and process of digital editing -- Ch.
21. The art and technique of editing -- Ch. 22. The sound design in film -- Ch. 23. Cutting sound

and working with multiple tracks -- Ch. 24. Finishing, mastering, and distribution -- App. 1.
Production format workflow table -- App. 2. Common filters for black-and-white
cinematography -- App. 3. How to calibrate a field monitor to NTSC color bars -- App. 4-1.
Scheduling, budgeting, and production forms -- App. 4-2. Short film budget form -- App. 4-3.
Script breakdown form -- App. 4-4. Storyboards 1 -- App. 4-5. Storyboards 2 -- App. 4-6.
Production call sheet form -- App. 4-7. Sound report form -- App. 4-8. Camera report form -App. 5-1. Talent release form -- App. 5-2. Location contract form -- App. 6. 16mm film camera
depth of field tables.
Der lange Weg zur Freiheit May 28 2020 »Ich bin einer von ungezählten Millionen, die durch
Nelson Mandelas Leben inspiriert wurden.« Barack Obama Eine fast drei Jahrzehnte währende
Gefängnishaft ließ Nelson Mandela zum Mythos der schwarzen Befreiungsbewegung werden.
Kaum ein anderer Politiker unserer Zeit symbolisiert heute in solchem Maße die
Friedenshoffnungen der Menschheit und den Gedanken der Aussöhnung aller Rassen wie der
ehemalige südafrikanische Präsident und Friedensnobelpreisträger. Auch nach seinem Tod
finden seine ungebrochene Charakterstärke und Menschenfreundlichkeit die Bewunderung aller
friedenswilligen Menschen auf der Welt. Mandelas Lebensgeschichte ist über die politische
Bedeutung hinaus ein spannend zu lesendes, kenntnis- und faktenreiches Dokument
menschlicher Entwicklung unter Bedingungen und Fährnissen, vor denen die meisten Menschen
innerlich wie äußerlich kapituliert haben dürften.
Methods and Curricula in Elementary Education Jun 09 2021
On Cassette Nov 21 2019
Shadowrun Quick Start Aug 11 2021 Their leaders united the economic power of the Lyran
Commonwealth and the military might of the Federated Suns into a massive stellar empire: the
Federated Commonwealth. But great power bred great corruption, and civil war now threatens
this uneasy coalition. This field manual provides a profile on every Lyran Alliance regiment,
including their loyalties, as well as 'Mechs and equipment unique to this powerful House.
News Photographer Jun 16 2019
Mastering Bird Photography Mar 18 2022 In Mastering Bird Photography: The Art, Craft, and
Technique of Photographing Birds and Their Behavior, acclaimed bird photographer and author
Marie Read shares techniques and stories behind her compelling images, offering fresh insights
into making successful bird photographs, whether you’re out in the field or in the comfort of
your own backyard.
In this richly illustrated book, you’ll learn how to be in the right place at the right time and how
to obtain tack sharp portraits. Marie then teaches you to take your skills to the next level in order
to capture action shots, illustrate birds in their habitats, and portray birds in evocative and artistic
ways.
Building on basic technical topics such as camera choice, lens choice, and camera settings, Marie
reveals how fieldcraft, compositional decisions, and knowledge of bird behavior contribute
greatly to a successful bird photograph. Captions for the over 400 images contained in the book
provide details on the equipment used, as well as camera settings. Throughout the book, bird
behavior insights provide bird photographers of all skill levels a wealth of essential insider
information that will help you produce images that stand out from the crowd.
Topics include:
Equipment and accessories
Focus, exposure, and light

Composition and creativity
Bird photography ethics
Capturing bird behavior
Storytelling images
Action and in-flight shots
Backyard photo studio
Weather, water, and mood
Top bird photo sites in North America
Basic image editing
…and much more
Foreword by Tim Gallagher, Editor-in-Chief Emeritus, Living Bird magazine. p.p1 {margin:
0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px Cambria} p.p2 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font:
12.0px 'Times New Roman'; min-height: 15.0px} p.p3 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font:
12.0px Cambria; min-height: 14.0px} p.p4 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px
Arial} span.s1 {font: 11.0px Verdana} span.s2 {font: 12.0px 'Times New Roman'}
Blink! Apr 07 2021 Jeder kennt sie: Momente, in denen wir denken, ohne zu denken.Wir nennen
sie Intuition oder Bauchgefühl. Aber sie sind viel mehr: Unser Gehirn arbeitet dann auf
Hochtouren, um uns die richtigen Entscheidungen zu liefern. Malcolm Gladwell erklärt die
Macht dieses Augenblicks und zeigt, wie wir unsere verborgene Intelligenz trainieren und besser
nutzen können.
Video Shooter Sep 24 2022 Tired of the all the digital filmmaking guidebooks that give you only
the nuts and bolts of how to use a camera? The third edition of Video Shooter takes the how-to
knowledge a step further by showing you how to craft a story in your video. Barry Braverman is
an experienced shooter and filmmaker whose is highly regarded in the field. This book covers
everything from framing a shot, to lighting, to the type of camera (and tripod) you should use,
and perhaps most importantly--how to translate the use of all this equipment and techniques into
a story. The author is a veteran cinematic storyteller, and he shares practiced film-style
techniques for use on your own DV cam. Humorous and opinionated, the author provides
anecdotes and full-color illustrations that help you to learn the tricks of the trade. He gets right to
the point of what you need to know to get good shots-and on a budget. New to this edition: *
more up-to-date techniques involving HD technology * more coverage on the multi-skillset
required of today's filmmakers (who are asked to act simultaneously as Director, Director of
Photography, Cinematographer, Sound Recordists, etc.) *Website including craft tips, equipment
review/blogs, and a teacher's corner to support use of the book in film studies/digital media class
(includes student work completed in class using the text)
Screenwriting for Film and Television Apr 26 2020 More and more people are writing scripts
as they try to break into the "Hollywood scene." What makes a script stand out? Readers will
find out in this comprehensive volume. This invaluable tool to the film and television scriptwriter
offers two especially unique features: It contains valuable information on writing for TV (most
books just cover film or tv, not both), and secondly, it contains a full chapter on Comedy (other
books briefly touch this genre). Chock full of sample scripts and scenes, this book provides
readers with the techniques that will enable them to move from concept to draft to final script
with ease. Topics include: the writing process; choosing a story; character development; story
structure; television narrative; comedy; dialogue/sound/music; marketing the script; and much
more. Ideal for both novice and experienced screenwriters.
Inspired 3D Advanced Rigging and Deformations Sep 12 2021 Provides information and
techniques on computer animation using Maya to create cartoon characters.

Video Camcorder School Aug 23 2022 Discusses camcorder features, lighting, and sound,
demonstrates shooting techniques, and covers preparation, continuity, titles, editing, scene
transitions, and special effects
Secrets of Mental Marksmanship May 08 2021 There is one thing that all marksmen—whether
they're soldiers, cops, hunters, or competitive shooters—agree on: only hits count. Depending on
your role, it may be more important to be faster or it may be more important to be precise, but in
the end it's the shooter who can achieve perfect shots on demand, all the time, who wins. To fire
a perfect shot, you need to bring together a mix of very specific conditions into that single
moment when the trigger breaks. Some of the required conditions are technical, some of them are
physical, but the requirements that are most important—and most elusive—are the mental skills.
Once you have mastered the mental skills required to fire the perfect shot, you will find they're
the same for any gun, any time, anywhere. Secrets of Mental Marksmanship is a detailed guide to
developing conscious and subconscious powers that will elevate your marksmanship practice,
training, and performance to the level of expert shooters. Keith Cunningham and Linda
Miller—both champion shooters and master instructors, with decades of experience in the field
and on the range—provide a set of tools that can be used to acquire and access the mental skills
needed to perform to the best of your ability. True stories from military and law-enforcement
professionals, seasoned hunters, and world-class competitors illustrate key points about
marksmanship in the field, on the range, and on the streets. By mastering the tools, skills, and lessons outlined in this book, you will be able to get into "the zone" and produce the perfect shot
under pressure and on demand, whenever you look through the sights of a gun.
Die Kunst des Game Designs Sep 19 2019 Jeder kann die Grundlagen des Game Designs
meistern - dazu bedarf es keines technischen Fachwissens. Dabei zeigt sich, dass die gleichen
psychologischen Grundprinzipien, die für Brett-, Karten- und Sportspiele funktionieren, ebenso
der Schlüssel für die Entwicklung qualitativ hochwertiger Videospiele sind. Mit diesem Buch
lernen Sie, wie Sie im Prozess der Spielekonzeption und -entwicklung vorgehen, um bessere
Games zu kreieren. Jesse Schell zeigt, wie Sie Ihr Game durch eine strukturierte methodische
Vorgehensweise Schritt für Schritt deutlich verbessern. Mehr als 100 gezielte Fragestellungen
eröffnen Ihnen dabei neue Perspektiven auf Ihr Game, so dass Sie die Features finden, die es
erfolgreich machen. Hierzu gehören z. B. Fragen wie: Welche Herausforderungen stellt mein
Spiel an die Spieler? Fördert es den Wettbewerb unter den Spielern? Werden sie dazu motiviert,
gewinnen zu wollen? So werden über hundert entscheidende Charakteristika für ein gut
konzipiertes Spiel untersucht. Mit diesem Buch wissen Sie, worauf es bei einem guten Game
ankommt und was Sie alles bedenken sollten, damit Ihr Game die Erwartungen Ihrer Spieler
erfüllt und gerne gespielt wird. Zugleich liefert es Ihnen jede Menge Inspiration - halten Sie beim
Lesen Zettel und Stift bereit, um Ihre neuen Ideen sofort festhalten zu können.
Batman The Complete History Nov 02 2020 An illustrated chronicle of the popular comic
book hero's evolution includes rare comic book art, sketches, and movie stills
Heikle Gespräche Apr 19 2022 Der New-York-Times-Bestseller in der 2. Auflage Ob am
Arbeitsplatz, in der Partnerschaft, der Familie oder im Freundeskreis, wir alle kommen hin und
wieder in die Lage, heikle Dinge offen ansprechen zu müssen. Aber wer führt schon gern
Gespräche, bei denen Meinungsverschiedenheiten, Einwände und Ärger vorprogrammiert sind?
Viele Menschen schrecken davor zurück, weil sie nicht wissen, wie sie sich in solchen
Situationen richtig verhalten sollen. Genau dabei hilft dieses Buch. Der Bestseller liefert
praktische Tipps und Techniken und zeigt nun bereits in der zweiten, überarbeiteten Auflage, wie
man schwierige Gespräche konstruktiv meistert und auch über unangenehme Themen gelassen
diskutiert.
International Documentary Feb 17 2022

The Perfect Pistol Shot Jul 18 2019 "You will either master the pistol or the pistol will master
you." To fire perfect shots, you must train for perfect shots. But whether you want to shoot
squirrels, punch holes in paper targets, or defend your home, there is only one path to achieving
consistent accuracy with a handgun: mastering the fundamentals of marksmanship. Written by a
former U.S. Marine Corps firearms instructor who has taught more than a thousand law
enforcement, military, and security personnel, The Perfect Pistol Shot uses succinct lessons,
uncommon exercises, and real-world stories to provide a fresh look at a vital topic for all
gunmen. It includes: The single most important "trick" to perfecting handgun marksmanship A
simple concept for learning how to shoot a gun twice as fast A series of unique "Prove It"
exercises that allow you to test the concepts offered without the pressure of actual shooting An
entertaining chapter on guns, gun magazines, and gun gurus that will help you make wiser
choices about your training Knowing how to engage targets is valuable for the defensive shooter,
but if "engaging" doesn't translate into "hitting," what's the point? You must have a solid
foundation on which to build tactical skills. Your reward will be conversion from just another
hapless shooter into an independent marksman.
Library Journal Oct 21 2019 Includes, beginning Sept. 15, 1954 (and on the 15th of each month,
Sept.-May) a special section: School library journal, ISSN 0000-0035, (called Junior libraries,
1954-May 1961). Also issued separately.
Design is Storytelling Jun 21 2022 A playbook for creative thinking, created for contemporary
students and practitioners working across the fields of graphic design, product design, service
design and user experience. Design is Storytelling is a guide to thinking and making created for
contemporary students and practitioners working across the fields of graphic design, product
design, service design, and user experience. By grounding narrative concepts in fresh, concrete
examples and demonstrations, this compelling book provides designers with tools and insights
for shaping behaviour and engaging users. Compact, relevant and richly illustrated, the book is
written with a sense of humour and a respect for the reader's time and intelligence. Design is
Storytelling unpacks the elements of narrative into a fun and useful toolkit, bringing together
principles from literary criticism, narratology, cognitive science, semiotics, phenomenology and
critical theory to show how visual communication mobilizes instinctive biological processes as
well as social norms and conventions. The book uses 250 illustrations to actively engage readers
in the process of looking and understanding. This lively book shows how designers can use the
principles of storytelling and visual thinking to create beautiful, surprising and effective
outcomes. Although the book is full of practical advice for designers, it will also appeal to people
more broadly involved in branding, marketing, business and communication.
Warren's Stories Jun 28 2020 This compellation is a tribute to the power and interesting
personality of one the of the series' main recurring characters, Warren Biggs. A retired FBI
agent, Warren is irascible, wickedly funny, a ladies' man, a raconteur, blessed with sapphire blue
elk-shooter's eyes and a profound sense of the profane he takes over every scene he is in. And of
course he is 87 years old so no one would dare try and teach him any new tricks. Daniel Linden
based this one-of-a-kind character on a personal friend, who will remain nameless, but it is the
author's most heartfelt hope that someday his friend see this book and understands from its
simple existence how profoundly he has influenced his life. This compellation includes Aikido
Au Revoir, Biggs first introduction to the series and a cameo role. Aikido Carumba in which he
provides Parker with his first real shot at solving the main mystery. The Aikido Katana is a novel
that shows what a bunch of old time, retired agents can do when asked. And The Aikido Widow,
a novel in which Biggs is never actually a part of a scene, but his presence, like Don Corleone in
The Godfather, is nearly always present. Biggs has a hell of a future. Not to give too much away,
but he just might be opening his own branch of Black Diamond Detective Agency in Missoula

along with a certain pretty young detective he meets in Aikido Anaconda the next Aikido
Mystery.
Das System Jan 16 2022 Am 6. Dezember 1993, in der Vorweihnachtszeit, wird die Dealerin
Scrappy direkt vor dem Haus ihrer Mutter erschossen. Der Junkie Augie ist Zeuge der Tat, er hat
vor Scrappys Türe um Drogen gebettelt. Seine Reaktion: Er raubt der Sterbenden ihre Vorräte
und lässt auch noch die Tatwaffe mitgehen; lässt sich ja alles versilbern. Kurz darauf wird er
verhaftet und sagt aus, der Mord sei von Wizard und Dreamer begangen worden, zwei
Mitgliedern einer Gang. Tatsächlich findet sich bei einer Hausdurchsuchung die Tatwaffe; die
beiden wandern in das L.A. County Jail – ein eigener Planet, auf dem das Gesetz des Stärkeren
herrscht. Wizard und Dreamer wissen natürlich, dass ihnen jemand die Tat angehängt hat. Aber
vor der Polizei schweigen sie. Während sie ihrem Prozess entgegensehen, soll Dreamers bester
Freund Little herausfinden, wer mit der geschickt platzierten Waffe den Verdacht auf die beiden
gelenkt hat – und warum.
Capture One Pro 9 Jul 30 2020
Mastering the Nikon D7200 Oct 01 2020 Mastering the Nikon D7200 by Darrell Young provides
a wealth of experience-based information and insights for owners of the new D7200 camera.
Darrell is determined to help the user navigate past the confusion that often comes with complex
and powerful professional camera equipment. This book explores the features and capabilities of
the camera in a way that far surpasses the user's manual. It guides readers through the camera
features with step-by-step setting adjustments; color illustrations; and detailed how, when, and
why explanations for each option. Every button, dial, switch, and menu configuration setting is
explored in a user-friendly manner, with suggestions for setup according to various shooting
styles. Darrell's friendly and informative writing style allows readers to easily follow directions
while feeling as if a friend dropped in to share his knowledge. The information in this book goes
beyond the camera itself and also covers basic photography technique.
Mastering the Nikon Z50 Nov 14 2021 Mastering the Nikon Z50 by Darrell Young provides a
wealth of experience-based information and insights for owners of Nikon's new mirrorless Z50
camera. Darrell is determined to help the user navigate past the confusion that often comes with
complex and powerful professional camera equipment.
This book explores the features and capabilities of the camera in a way that far surpasses the
user’s manual. It guides readers through the camera features with step-by-step setting
adjustments; color illustrations; and detailed how, when, and why explanations for each option.
Every button, dial, switch, and menu configuration setting is explored in a user-friendly manner,
with suggestions for setup according to various shooting styles.
Darrell’s friendly and informative writing style allows readers to easily follow directions, while
feeling as if a friend dropped in to share his knowledge. The information in this book goes
beyond the camera itself and also covers basic photography technique.
Studies in American Indian Literatures May 20 2022
Game Interface Design Oct 13 2021 The interface is the heart and soul of a video game: it is the
integral piece that allows a player to interact with the game. In order to create a great interface,
you must carefully plan every detail. "Game Interface Design" helps you outline each step and
define the goals for your interface. It covers the interface from the first image that appears
onscreen to the information displayed during game-play. Youll cover basic design and art
principles, explore the world of interface buttons as you learn how to create your own
functioning button, and find out how to substitute images and icons for onscreen text. Youll also

learn how to incorporate animation and use Flash to create an amazing, interactive interface.
Along the way, youll get a glimpse into the video game industry, including developer and
publisher relationships, schedules, budget constraints, and politics of the industry.
Mamba Mentality Aug 19 2019 »Ich wusste, wo ich hinwollte und wie viel Arbeit notwendig
war, um dieses Ziel zu erreichen.« Fünf NBA-Meistertitel, zwei olympische Goldmedaillen, 81
Punkte in einem einzigen Spiel, 20 Jahre bei den Los Angeles Lakers – diese und zahlreiche
weitere Meilensteine machen Kobe Bryant zu einem der besten Basketballer aller Zeiten. In
Mamba Mentality gewährt Kobe »Black Mamba« Bryant einen tiefen Einblick in sein Mindset
als Spitzensportler und erklärt seine akribische Herangehensweise an das Basketballspiel und die
Schritte, die er unternahm, um sich geistig und körperlich auf sportliche Höchstleistungen
vorzubereiten. Er verrät, wie er seine Gegner studiert, seine Leidenschaft auf das Spiel
übertragen und sich von Verletzungen erholt hat. Die Kombination aus Bryants Erzählung und
den Fotografien des Sportfotografen Andrew D. Bernstein macht dieses Buch zu einem
beispiellosen Porträt einer Legende.
Film and Television Stardom Feb 05 2021 Film and Television Stardom examines film and
television stars as a collectively complex, intriguing social phenomenon from the early twentieth
century to the present day. Its range of topics includes (but is certainly not limited to) the
emergence and historical development of the star system, silent-film stardom, stardom and media
spectatorship, stardom and consumption, stardom and the paparazzi, reality-television â oestars, â
stars in the news, and studies of individual stars. In addition to providing numerous new insights
and approaches to exploring the phenomenon of film stardom (past and present), its various
chapters significantly expand the comparatively nascent body of academic writing that has been
devoted to investigating the historical and theoretical aspects of television stardom by focusing
on both traditional television programming genres and the more recent phenomenon of realitytelevision programming. The numerous stars addressed in this book (including Roseanne Barr,
Gertrude Berg, Ingrid Bergman, Cher, Sacha Baron Cohen, Bette Davis, Jodie Foster, Jerry
Lewis, Carmen Miranda, Anita Page, Jessica Simpson, and James Stewart) are analyzed in
relation to noteworthy performances in a variety of well-known films (including The Accused,
The Broadway Melody, Cinderfella, Citizen Kane, Dark Victory, The Man from Laramie,
Persona, and Singinâ (TM) in the Rain) and television programs (including Da Ali G Show, The
Apprentice, The Goldbergs, Roseanne, and Survivor).
Digital Storytelling in the Classroom Jul 22 2022 Provides information on integrating digital
storytelling into curriculum design.
Neustart im Kopf Mar 06 2021 Unser Gehirn ist nicht – wie lange angenommen – eine
unveränderliche Hardware. Es kann sich vielmehr auf verblüffende Weise umgestalten und sogar
selbst reparieren. Norman Doidge verbindet faszinierende Einblicke in die neueste Forschung mit
aufsehenerregenden Beispielen aus der Praxis: etwa eine Frau, deren eine Hirnhälfte die
Funktionen eines ganzen Gehirns übernahm. Oder der Mann, dessen Gehirn nach einem
Schlaganfall die Hirnströme in gesunde Hirnregionen »umleitet« und seinem gelähmten Arm die
Bewegungsfähigkeit zurückgibt. All dies ermöglicht unser Gehirn, das stärker und
anpassungsfähiger ist, als wir je dachten.
Film Review Dec 23 2019
The Biggest Bluff Jan 04 2021 The New York Times bestseller! A New York Times Notable
Book “The tale of how Konnikova followed a story about poker players and wound up becoming
a story herself will have you riveted, first as you learn about her big winnings, and then as she
conveys the lessons she learned both about human nature and herself.” —The Washington Post
It's true that Maria Konnikova had never actually played poker before and didn't even know the
rules when she approached Erik Seidel, Poker Hall of Fame inductee and winner of tens of
millions of dollars in earnings, and convinced him to be her mentor. But she knew her man: a

famously thoughtful and broad-minded player, he was intrigued by her pitch that she wasn't
interested in making money so much as learning about life. She had faced a stretch of personal
bad luck, and her reflections on the role of chance had led her to a giant of game theory, who
pointed her to poker as the ultimate master class in learning to distinguish between what can be
controlled and what can't. And she certainly brought something to the table, including a Ph.D. in
psychology and an acclaimed and growing body of work on human behavior and how to hack it.
So Seidel was in, and soon she was down the rabbit hole with him, into the wild, fiercely
competitive, overwhelmingly masculine world of high-stakes Texas Hold'em, their initial end
point the following year's World Series of Poker. But then something extraordinary happened.
Under Seidel's guidance, Konnikova did have many epiphanies about life that derived from her
new pursuit, including how to better read, not just her opponents but far more importantly
herself; how to identify what tilted her into an emotional state that got in the way of good
decisions; and how to get to a place where she could accept luck for what it was, and what it
wasn't. But she also began to win. And win. In a little over a year, she began making earnest
money from tournaments, ultimately totaling hundreds of thousands of dollars. She won a major
title, got a sponsor, and got used to being on television, and to headlines like "How one writer's
book deal turned her into a professional poker player." She even learned to like Las Vegas. But
in the end, Maria Konnikova is a writer and student of human behavior, and ultimately the point
was to render her incredible journey into a container for its invaluable lessons. The biggest bluff
of all, she learned, is that skill is enough. Bad cards will come our way, but keeping our focus on
how we play them and not on the outcome will keep us moving through many a dark patch, until
the luck once again breaks our way.
Video Shooter Oct 25 2022 "Show me a world I havene(tm)t seen before!" These words from
veteran cinematographer Barry Braverman will resonate as you read (and re-read) this revamped
edition of Video Shooter. The third edition takes you beyond the technicalities of sensors, lenses,
and tripods, to instill a practical and inspired appreciation for the craft of both the camera and the
stories you choose to tell. Braverman draws from decades of personal experience on high-profile
documentaries and feature films to explain the makings of a compelling visual storyteller. This is
no ordinary dull-as-dishwater camera book! With wit and humor Video Shooter, Third Edition
explores the discipline of the 2D and 3D imagemaker, from the need to maintain a clear point of
view and eyeline, to the emotional impact of lens choice and color palette. Youe(tm)ll learn to
avoid generic shots and angles, and apply the principle of exclusion to maintain rigorous control
of the frame. Youe(tm)ll understand how close-ups can drive a story and how composition,
selective focus, and simple lighting direct the viewere(tm)s eye inside the frame. Most of all
youe(tm)ll learn not to make it too easy e" by challenging your viewers, youe(tm)ll elevate the
value of yourwork and your reputation as a craftsman. Whether you shoot with a sophisticated
4K camcorder, large-sensor DSLR, or an iPhone, the lessons of Video Shooter, Third Edition
will enhance your storytelling skills by helping you exploit a camerae(tm)s capabilities to the
maximum. New to Video Shooter, Third Edition: * 3D storytelling and techniques fundamentals
of image capture and stereo production with an emphasis on simple integrated one-piece 3D
camcorders * Video storytelling with DSLRs how to get the best look out of these large sensor
cameras despite the compromises * Post-camera imaging, filtering, stabilizing * Outputting your
show to the Web or DVD * Insights into the working life of a video shooter e" how to identify
and land your ideal job, and work successfully with ego-crazed collaborators * End of chapter
study guides with review questions for educators A companion website provides supplemental
materials, including video tutorials based on the lessons in the book.
The Perfect Pistol Shot Feb 23 2020 "You will either master the pistol or the pistol will master
you." To fire perfect shots, you must train for perfect shots. But whether you want to shoot
squirrels, punch holes in paper targets, or defend your home, there is only one path to achieving

consistent accuracy with a handgun: mastering the fundamentals of marksmanship. Written by a
former U.S. Marine Corps firearms instructor who has taught more than a thousand law
enforcement, military, and security personnel, The Perfect Pistol Shot uses succinct lessons,
uncommon exercises, and real-world stories to provide a fresh look at a vital topic for all
gunmen. It includes: The single most important "trick" to perfecting handgun marksmanship A
simple concept for learning how to shoot a gun twice as fast A series of unique "Prove It"
exercises that allow you to test the concepts offered without the pressure of actual shooting An
entertaining chapter on guns, gun magazines, and gun gurus that will help you make wiser
choices about your training Knowing how to engage targets is valuable for the defensive shooter,
but if "engaging" doesn't translate into "hitting," what's the point? You must have a solid
foundation on which to build tactical skills. Your reward will be conversion from just another
hapless shooter into an independent marksman.
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